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Introduction
Locales have been recognized since many years as a fruitful algebraic generalization of topological
spaces. They are those complete lattices where finite meets
distribute over arbitrary joins. The canonical example of a locale is, of course, the
lattice of open subsets of a topological
space.
In classical algebra, it is common to construct the spectrum of a given algebraic
gadget - and this spectrum is generally a topological
space - and try to represent
the given gadget via the global sections of some suitable sheaf on that space. Unfortunately,
in non-commutative
algebra it happens very often that topological
spaces are inadequate
for producing a relevant spectrum. For example, in the case
of rings or algebras, the algebraic multiplication
is often related, in one or the other
way, with the intersection
of open subsets of the spectrum. But that intersection
is
by nature commutative,
a characteristic
which is not shared in general by an
algebraic multiplication.
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In 1983, Mulvey suggested replacing the intersection
of open subsets by a not
necessarily commutative
multiplication
of these open subsets (cf. [S]). In fact, he
generalized directly the situation for locales by considering
a quantale to be a complete lattice provided with a suitable multiplication
(cf. [2]). Now, with a view to
proving some representation
theorems using quantales,
we need some replacement
for the notion of a sheaf on a locale; and below, we suggest one such.
A sheaf on a locale CJ is generally defined to be some functor F from CJ to the
category of sets. It is known from the work of Higgs and Walters (cf. [5] and [ll])
that an equivalent approach consists in considering
sets A provided with an equality
with values in Sz. The link between the two definitions
is given by the formulas
(where a, a’~ A)

A = fl F(u),

[u,a’]=V (UEQ 1&=u’lu}.

In his thesis, Nawaz, a student of Mulvey, generalized this approach to the case of
a quantale (cf. [9]). We pursue his idea and show that an adequate generalization
of Higgs’s definitions
produces a substitute for the notion of sheaf on a quantale,
which is good enough to recapture the original quantale from the corresponding
category of ‘sheaves’ alone.
Our technique is completely
different
from that adopted by Nawaz in [9]. We
define first our category of Q-sets, which are sets provided with a suitable equality
with values in a fixed quantale Q. Instead of generalizing
to that new context the
classical proofs concerning
!&sets (with CJ a locale), we construct from the category
of Q-sets a fibration-cofibration
over the quantale Q itself, whose fibres are precisely
the categories of Q2,-sets, for a family of locales Sz,, indexed by the elements u of
the quantale
Q. All the results concerning
Q-sets are then deduced from the corresponding
results on O-sets, via the techniques of fibered categories. Among other
things, we prove the completeness,
cocompleteness
and regularity of the category
of Q-sets. It should be mentioned
that the stalk at 1 of our fibration is equivalent
to the category of Q-sets as defined by Nawaz (cf. [9]).
An important
property of our category of Q-sets is that it does characterize completely the quantale Q, with both its order and its multiplication.
In fact, Q appears
as the lattice of subobjects
of 1 in the category of Q-sets and its multiplication
is
recaptured
using a Galois connection
which is proved to exist between subobjects
and regular subobjects of 1. This is a major difference between our construction
and
that given by Nawaz in [9], where the corresponding
category of Q-sets does not
characterize
the quantale Q.
The canonical fibration associated with a category E is the fibration over [Ewhose
fibre at A is precisely the slice category E/A. In the case of Q-sets, we generalize
the situation
for C&sets by restricting
the slice construction
to those morphisms
which do have a (regular epi)-(regular
mono) factorization
(each morphism
has a
(regular epi)-mono
and an epi-(regular
mono) factorization).
In that way we produce an interesting
fibration over the category of Q-sets which is finitely complete
and cocomplete,
locally small and well powered, generated and cogenerated.
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appeared

as a preprint

in

1. The category of quanta1 sets
We recall (cf. [2]) that a quantale
is a complete lattice Q provided with an
associative and idempotent
binary multiplication
& which admits 1 as a right unit
(as usually, we write 1 = V Q and 0= r\ Q) and distributes over v in each variable.
A first important
example is the lattice of closed right ideals of a C*-algebra,
provided with the multiplication
I&J=IJ.
Elementary
properties of quantales can
be found in [2], including the weak commutativity
property u&u& w=u&w&u.
An element u in a quantale Q is 2-sided when it satisfies the equality 1 &U = U. For
2-sided elements of Q, the relation u&u = u A u holds so that these elements constitute a locale Bil(Q). Moreover, for each u E Q, the down segment lu is a quantale
so that we obtain new locales Bil(lu). Finally, each element UE Q has a 2-sided
closure ti in Q, namely 1 &U (cf. [2]).
Proposition

1.1. For each element u of the quantale Q, the mapping

I-: Bil(lti) + Bil(lu);
is an isomorphism

x-u&x

of locales whose inverse is given by T-‘(y) =j.

Definition 1.2. For a quantale
[ ’ = . ] is a mapping

q

Q, a Q-set is a pair (A, [. = .I) where A is a set and

[.=.]:AxA+Q
satisfying
(Sl)

[a = a’] & [a’ = a”] 5 [a = a”],

(S2)

[a=a’]-=[a’=a]*

for all a, a’, a” in A.
Axioms (Sl) and (S2) generalize those for a-sets (cf. [5]); notice that equality is
no longer symmetric, but (S2) expresses the symmetry of the 2-sided closure of the
equality. Here are some easy consequences
of the definition.
Proposition

1.3. Let Q be a quantale and A a Q-set. For all a, a’E A,

(1)

[a=a]&[a=a’]=[a=a’];

(2)

[a=a’]&[a’=a’]

= [a=a’];

(3)

[a=a]&[a’=a]=

[a=a’].

CI
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and A, B are Q-sets,

Definition
1.4. If Q is a quantale
Q-sets is a pair of mappings

[f.=.]:AxB+Q,

a morphism

f: A -+ B of

[.=f.]:BxA-+A

satisfying
(MI)

v
UEA

b=4~byB[b=m

=fa]& [a= a’]

OW

[a’=a]&[fa=b]I[fa’=b],

[b

043)

[fa=b]&[b=b’]I[fa=b’],

[b’=b]&[b=fa]s[b’=fa];

044)

[b=fa]&[fa=b’]I[b=b’];

WW

byB [fa=b]&[b=fa]

046)

[fa = b]^ = [b =fa]^

for all elements

5

[b =fa’];

= [a=a];

a, a’ E A and 6, b’ E B.

[a = a] can be thought as the truth value of the formula “a EA”; we shall write E(A)
for the element VaEA [a = a] E Q. E(A) is thus measuring the level at which A is inhabited and this explains axiom (Ml). On the other hand, axiom (M6) indicates
again that, both ‘truth values’ [fa = b] and [b =fa] become equal when taking the
2-sided closures. Axioms (Ml) and (M6) are consequences
of (M2) to (M4) in the
case of G&sets (cf. [5]). It can be proved that dropping
axiom (Ml) produces a
category equivalent to that studied by Nawaz (cf. [9]); in fact, Nawaz was using an
asymmetric definition of morphism,
as in our Definition
1.7, but this makes no difference.
Proposition

1.5. Given a quantale Q and a morphism f: A -+ B of Q-sets,

(1)

[a=a]&[fa=b]

(2)

[fa=b]&[b=b]=[fa=b],

for all aeA,
Lemma

beB.

= [fa=b],

[b =fa] & [a = a] = [b =fa];
[b = b] & [b =fa] = [b =fa]

0

1.6. Given a quantale Q and a morphism f : A --+B of Q-sets,

[b=fa]=[b=b]&[fa=b]
for all aEA,

bEB.

Proof.

[b=fa]=[b=b]&l&[b=fa]=[b=b]&[fa=b].
This lemma allows
phism of Q-sets.

an asymmetric

but shorter

0
equivalent

definition

of a mor-
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1.7. If Q is a quantale and A, B are Q-sets,
Q-sets is a mapping [f. = .] : A x B + Q satisfying

Definition

v

(Ml)’

a morphism

f :A + B of

ta=al~bJB[b=bl;

UEA

042)’

[a’=a]&[fu=b]<[fa’=b];

W3)’

[fa=b]&[b=b’]5[fa=b’];

W4)’

[b=b]&[fa=b]&[fu=b’]5[b=b’];

WV’

Jn lfa=bl=

046)’

[fa = b] 5 [b = b]^

for all a,a’~A

[a=al;

and b,b’~B.

1.8. If Q is a qua&ale, the Q-sets and their morphisms constitute a
category for the following composition law: if f : A --+B and g : B -+ C are morphisms of Q-sets, then
Proposition

[(g Of )(a) = cl = JB lfa = bl& kb = cl.
The identity on a Q-set A turns out to be given exactly by its equality.
We shall write Q-Sets for the category

of Q-sets. The following

lemma

0
is useful:

Lemma 1.9. If Q is a quantale andf, g : A 3 B are morphisms of Q-sets, the relation
[ fu = b] I [ga = b] for all a E A, b E B implies the equality f = g.
Proof.

[ga=b]=[a=a]&[ga=b]=

V

[fa=b’]&[ga=b]

b’eB

=byB[fa=b’]&[b’=b’]&[ga=b’]&[ga=b]
n

<hYB[fa=b’]&[b’=b]<[fa=b].

1.10. Given a quantale Q and an element u E Q, we produce an endoF, on the category Q-Sets by putting

Proposition

functor

F,(A,[.

=.])=(A,u&[e

We shall abbreviate

=.I),

F,([f.

F,(A, [. = .I) as A, and F,([f.

=.])=u&[f.

=a].

0

= .I) as f, .

Proposition 1.11. Let Q be a quantale. For each u E Q and each Q-set A such that
E(A) is 2-sided in u, A and A, are isomorphic Q-sets.

U. Berni-Canani
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Proof.

The inverse

f: A + A, and g : A, + A are defined

isomorphisms

[fa=a’] = [a=a’]&u,
for all a,a’~A.

et al.

[ga’= a] = u& [a’= a]

n

Corollary 1.12. Given a quantale Q and a Q-set A, A is isomorphic
It should
Bil(le(A)).

be noticed

Proposition

by

to AECAj. 0

on AECAItakes in fact its values in the locale

that the equality

1.13. Let Q be a quantale. A morphism f : A + B of Q-sets is a mono-

morphism iff
[fa=b]&[fa’=b]I[a=a’]
for all a,a’EA
Proof.

and bEB.

If f is a monomorphism

and a, a’E A, we put

q=I,//B [fa=b]&[fa’=b].
We consider

the Q-set (14, &) and the morphisms

[f,x=a]

=x&[a=(r],

[f,,x=a]

f,, f.,, : lq 3 A defined

by

=x&[a’=D].

the relation f of, =f ofa’ we deduce f, =f,#. Choosing
q& [a = a’] = q and therefore
From

x= q and d= a’ we get

[fa=b]&[fa’=b]~q=q&[a=a’]~[a=a’]&[a=a’]=[a=a’].
if g, h : c 3 A are such that fog =f 0 h, for all a, a’E A, b E B, c E C,

Conversely,

gc=a’= [gc=a’]&[a’=a’]
= [gc=a]kkbyB [fa’= b]
5 byB uyA [gc = al & [fa = bl& [fa’= 4

= byB .!A [hc = a] & [fa = b] & [fa’ = b]
s,!~

[hc=a]&[a=a’]

= [hc=a’]
and one concludes
Proposition

by Lemma

1.9.

0

1.14. Let Q be a quantale. A morphism f: A-t B of Q-sets is an epi-

morphism iff

A theory

[b=b]=

of quantai
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v

[b=b]&[fu=b]
CZEA

or equivalently
[b = bl = JA tb =hl
for all b E B. This implies the density of E(A) in k(B),

i.e.

&(B)&&(A) = E(B).
Proof. If f is an epimorphism,
let us consider the disjoint union B-U B. For every
bE B, we write b,, 6, for the two corresponding
elements of BUB. We provide
BUB with the structure of a Q-set by putting

[b, = b;] = [b2= b;] = [b = b’],
[b,=b;]=[b,=b;]=

v

[b=b]&[fa=b]&[b=b’]

l7EA

for all b, b’E B. Now define

morphisms

[qb = c] = [b, = c],

q, y : B Z B 11B by

[yb=c]=[b,=c]

for all bEB, CEB~LB. From the relation ~~~of=yof we deduce [qb=bl] = [yb=b,]
for every beB, which is the required relation.
The converse implication
is proved by arguments analogous to that developed in
the case of monomorphisms.
Finally, our characterization
of an epimorphism
imcl
plies immediately
E(B)IE(B)&E(A),
while the converse inequality
is obvious.

2. The technical

fibration

The aim of this paragrah is to describe a technical tool - more precisely, a fibration - which will be used in the next paragraph
to deduce the main properties of
the category of quanta1 sets.
Given a quantale Q and an element u E Q, we write IE, for the full subcategory
of Q-Sets whose objects are those Q-sets A such that E(A) is 2-sided in i-u, thus

U&E(A) = E(A).
2.1. Given a quantale Q and UEQ, the category E, is isomorphic
the topos of Bil(lu)-sets.

Proposition

to

Proof. The category of Bil(lu)-sets
is clearly a subcategory
of E,; let us prove it is
a full subcategory.
If A, B are Bil(lu)-sets
and f: A + B is a morphism
in E,,

u&[fa=b]=u&[a=a]&[fu=b]
=[a=a]&[fa=b]=[fa-b]

I/. Berni-Canani
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for all a E A, b E B; thus [fa = 61 is indeed
equivalence
by Corollary
1.12.
0

et al.

2-sided

in 1~. Now that inclusion

2.2. Given a quantale Q and elements v 5 u in Q, the functor
1.10) induces a logical morphism of topoi

Proposition

Proposition

is an

F, (cf.

F,” : E, + E,
which has both a left and a right adjoint.
Proof. Via the isomorphisms
described in Propositions
1.1 and 2.1, the problem
reduces to the classical case of the locale Bil(Q) and its elements v^I ti. 0
If Q is a quantale,
with each u E Q we can associate the topos [E, and with each
VI u, we can associate the function
F,“. This produces a contravariant
functor
from Q to the category of large categories, thus a fibration p : E - q. It should be
noticed that the stalk of that fibration
over the terminal object 1 is equivalent
to
the category of sheaves over the locale of 2-sided elements of Q and is thus equivalent
to the category of Q-sets as defined by Nawaz (cf. [9]).
2.3. Given a quantale Q, the corresponding fibration p : [E-+ Q can be

Proposition

described in the following way:
l
the fibre at u E Q is [E,
l if v 5 u, A E [E,, BE [E,, then
[E(A,B) = Q-Sets(A, B).
Each Cartesian morphism is a monomorphism in Q-Sets.
Proof. With the notations
of the statement,
F,(B) = B, (cf. Proposition
[E, and there exists a morphism
of Q-sets a(B) : B,, + B defined by

1.10) is in

[a(B)(b)=b’]=v&[b=b’]
for all b, b’E B. It follows from Proposition
1.13 that cr(B) is a monomorphism
in
Q-Sets. Every morphism f: A + B, of Q-sets factorizes uniquely through a(B) via
the morphism
g : A + B,, defined by

[gc=b]=[fc=b]&w
for all b E B, c E C. Therefore,
Q-Sets(A, B,,) = Q-Sets(A, B), which proves the statement; a(B) is a Cartesian morphism
over US u.
0
Proposition

a cofibration.

2.4. Given a quantale Q, the corresponding fibration p : [E-+ Q is also
Each cocartesian morphism is an epimorphism in Q-Sets.

Proof. With the notations
of Proposition
2.3, F,(A) =A, (cf. Proposition
in [E, and there exists a morphism
of Q-sets p(A) : A + A, defined by

[&l)(a)

= a’] = [a = a’]

1.10) is

A theory
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for all a, ~‘EA;

this is an epimorphism

Cartesian since,
defined by

given BE E, and f : A -+ B, the unique

in Q-Sets by Proposition

1.14. /3(A) is co-

factorization

g : A, + B is

[ga=b]=u&[fa=b]
for all SEA,

DEB.

0

It should be noticed that the fibration-cofibration
p : E + Q is generally
bifibration
(cf. [l]): the Beck condition
is not satisfied.

not a

2.5. In the fibration p : E + Q associated with a quantale Q, each coCartesian morphism is Cartesian as well.

Proposition

Proof. With the notations of Proposition
2.3, applying successively the cofibration
and the fibration transports A on A,. One concludes using Proposition
1.11.
0

3. The basic properties of the category of quanta1 sets
We refer to [5] and [l l] for the basic properties of the category
fi a locale). We use them in conjunction
with the results of Section
corresponding
properties for Q-sets (with Q a quantale).
Proposition

3.1. Let Q be a quantale.

of K&sets (with
2 to deduce the

The category of Q-sets is complete and co-

complete.
Proof.

We use the notations

of Section

2. Given a diagram

in Q-Sets with vertices

we view each Ai as an object in [EEcA,)and reproduce
in this way the
(A;)i,l,
same diagram in E. Using the fibration p: E--t Q, we obtain a diagram with the
same shape in the fibre [EA,(,,) whose limit (L, (pi)iel) does exist in that fibre. We
shall prove that (L, (Cr(Ai)Opi)i~l) is the limit in Q-Sets of the original diagram.
Indeed, if (M,(qi)i,l)
is another cone of the diagram (Ai)i,l in Q-Sets, one has
E(M) I AiEl E(Ai). Using the fibration, we obtain a cone (M, (q1)i~I) on the diagram
in EA\,(~,). Next, we transport A4 itself in the fibre EA,,,,,, using the cofibration,
and get a cone in this fibre, thus a unique factorization
through L. The unicity of
that factorization
follows from Propositions
2.1 and 2.2.
The case of colimits is analogous,
reversing the roles of Cartesian and cocartesian
morphisms.
q
Proposition

following
(1) f is
(2) f is
(3) f is

3.2. Let Q be a quantale and f: A -+ B a morphism of Q-sets. The
conditions are equivalent (notations of Section 2):
a regular monomorphism in Q-Sets;
a monomorphism in some fibre E,;
a monomorphism in Q-Sets and E(A) is 2-sided in k(B).

U. Berni-Canani
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Proof.

Follows from the way equalizers are constructed
U
is an equalizer.
in EE(~) each monomorphism

in Q-Sets and the fact that

Proposition 3.3. Let Q be a quantale and f: A + B be a morphism
following
conditions are equivalent (notations of Section 2):
(1) f is a regular epimorphism
in Q-Sets;
(2) f is an epimorphism
in some fibre E,;
(3) f is an epimorphism
in Q-Sets and E(A) = e(B).
Proof.

Analogous

Proposition

to that of Proposition

3.4. Let Q be a quantale.

3.2.

of Q-sets.

The

3

The category

of Q-sets is regular.

Proof. Given a morphism f: A + B of Q-sets, we view it in E (notations
of Section
2) with A E [EC+,)and BE EECBj.The Cartesian morphism a(B) : BcC,,)--t B is a monomorphism in Q-Sets (cf. Proposition
2.3) and f factors through it via a morphism
Factoring
f’
through
its image in [EccR)produces the required
f’ : A + BECRIin lEccA).
factorization
off in Q-Sets.
If, moreover, g : C+ B is a regular epimorphism
of Q-sets, g is an epimorphism
and
so
F,“:AB,‘(g)
(notations
of
Section
2)
is
an epimorphism
in [EecR)since
in E,(B)
E’“@)
has
a
right
adjoint
(cf.
Proposition
2.2);
the
pullback
of
that
morphism
over
E(A)
A is thus again an epimorphism
in the topos [EC+,),and this is precisely the pullback
of g along fin Q-Sets (cf. Proposition
3.1). This completes the proof (cf. Proposition 3.3).
0
Proposition 3.5. Let Q be a quantale.
tions are universal and effective.

In the category

of Q-sets, the equivalence

rela-

Proof. If p,, p2 : R Z A is an equivalence
relation in Q-Sets, the reflexivity implies
e(R) = E(A) so that R, A and the corresponding
quotient (cf. Proposition
3.1) all live
in the fibre lE,(,) (notations
of Section 2). The rest follows easily from Propositions
0
2.2 and 3.1 as well as the corresponding
result for the fibres, which are topoi.
The category

of Q-sets is not coregular,

Proposition 3.6. Let
(1) each morphism
monomorphism.
(2) the pushout
of
corresponding
square

Q be a quanta/e.
factors uniquely

but the following

properties

In the category of Q-sets,
as an epimorphism
followed

a regular monomorphism
is a pullback.

Proof. The first part of the proof is analogous
the cofibration.

by a regular

is still a monomorphism

to that of Proposition

hold:

and the

3.4, using now

A iheory

For the second

part,

of quanta1
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if f: A --t B is the morphism
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and g : A --t C the regular

epi-

morphism,
the pushout is now computed
in EE(B)VE(C)(cf. Proposition
3.1). It
follows from Propositions
1.13 and 2.4 that the direct image functors of the cofibration p: E -+ Q preserve monomorphisms
and we know that the cocartesian
morphisms are monomorphisms
(cf. Propositions
2.5 and 2.3). Thus the second
statement follows from the corresponding
result in the topos EE(B)ve(C)and the way
pullbacks

and pushouts

are constructed

Some classical properties of coproducts
case of Q-sets (Q a quantale).

in Q-Sets (cf. Proposition

3.1).

0

of Q-sets (Q a locale) carry over to the

Proposition 3.7. Let Q be a quantale. In the category of Q-sets,
(1) the initial object is strict;

(2) the canonical injections in a coproduct are monomorphisms;
(3) the coproducts are disjoint.
Proof. First notice that the initial object of Q-Sets is also the initial object in each
fibre E,, u E Q (notations
of Section 2). So the statement
follows from the corresponding
statement
in the fibres (cf. Proposition
2.1) and the fact for the coCartesian morphisms
to be monomorphisms
(cf. Propositions
2.5 and 2.3).
0

4. The suhohjects

of quanta1 sets

We study the properties
of subobjects
and regular subobjects
deduce from it that the knowledge of the category Q-Sets implies

in Q-Sets and
that of Q.

Proposition 4.1. L,et Q be a quanta/e. Given a family (A, k A);,, of subobjects in
Q-Sets,
(1) the intersection nit,, A; and the union U,, , A, of that family exist;

(2) when each Ai is a regular subobject of A, so are the intersection and the
union ;
(3) ~(u,~,A,)=v;~,~(.4$
Proof. The existence of intersections
follows from that of limits (cf. Proposition
3.1) and the construction
of unions follows from that of coproducts (cf. Proposition
3.1) and regular epi-mono
factorizations
(cf. Proposition
3.4). The last two statements follow directly from the various constructions
and the fact that, when each
&(A;) is 2-sided in F(A), so are AiG, &(A,) and ViE, &(A;) (cf. [2]; the inclusion of
2-sided elements in &e(A) has both a left and a right adjoint).
El
4.2. Let Q be a quantale and A a Q-set. The regular subobjects of A
constitute a locale Reg(A) which is both reflective and coreflective in the complete
lattice Sub(A) of subobjects of A.
Proposition
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Proof. Clearly a Q-set A has just a set of
Reg(A) is a complete lattice which is both
From Proposition
3.2 we deduce that Reg(A)
fibre [E,(,) (notations
of Section 2); so it is

et al.

subobjects.
From Proposition
4.1(2),
reflective and coreflective
in Sub(A).
is the lattice of subobjects of A in the
0
a locale.

4.3. Let Q be a quantale and 1 the terminal object of the category of
Q-sets. The quantale Q is isomorphic to the lattice Sub(l) provided with the multiplication.
Theorem

s&Lr=snT
where (-)^ denotes the left adjoint to the inclusion of Reg( 1) in Sub(l).
Proof. The terminal object 1 of Q-Sets is also that of the fibre [Et (notations
of Section 2). Each subobject
U of 1 in Q-Sets is also the terminal object of the fibre
IEE(U), from which it follows that Q as a lattice is isomorphic
to Sub(l). Moreover,
Proposition
3.2(3) indicates that under this isomorphism,
the locale Reg(l) is identified with the locale Bil(Q) of 2-sided elements of Q. But, given two elements U, IJ
in Q, u&u = UAI? where (-r is the 2-sided closure operation,
thus the left adjoint
to the inclusion of Bil(Q) in Q (cf. [2]).
0
Proposition

4.4. Let Q be a quantale.

The category of Q-sets has a classifier of

regular subobjects.
Proof. With the notations
of Section 2, write Q for the subobject classifier in the
fibre iE,. For each Q-set A, the morphisms
of Q-sets from A to Sz are in bijection
with those from A to sZ,(,) (cf. Proposition
2.1) and QREcA)
is precisely the subobject
classifier of EEcA)(cf. Proposition
2.2). On the other hand, the subobjects
of A in
[EEcA)are precisely the regular subobjects
of A in Q-Sets (cf. Proposition
3.2). This
proves the required bijective correspondence;
the existence of the corresponding
0
pullback
follows from the constructions
in Proposition
3.1.

5. The fibration

of regular morphisms

If Q is a quantale, we associate with the category of Q-sets a fibration which, in
the case where Q is a locale, is just the canonical fibration of the category Q-Sets.
We prove it to satisfy, in the language of fibered categories, all the axioms defining
a topos.
Definition 5.1. Let Q be a quantale.
it factors as a regular epimorphism

A morphism of Q-sets is called regular
followed by a regular monomorphism.

when

Proposition
5.2. Let Q be a quantaie.
(1) A morphism f: A + B is regular if and only if E(A) is 2-sided in l&(B).
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(2) In Q-Sets, the pullback of a regular morphism along any morphism is again
regular.
(3) In Q-Sets, the composite of two regular morphisms is again regular.
(4) In Q-Sets, if a composite f og is regular as well as the morphism f, then g is
also regular.
Proof. The first statement
follows from Proposition
3.2(3) and the second from
Proposition
3.4. The last two statements are easy consequences
of the first one.
0
Let us denote by 59 the category whose objects
Q-Sets and whose arrows are arbitrary commutative

are the regular morphisms
squares in Q-Sets.

in

Proposition 5.3. Let Q be a quantale.
(1) The codomain functor e : W --) Q-Sets is a fibration.

(2) Each arrow in a fibre of 5? (thus over an identity in Q-Sets) is a regular
morphism in Q-Sets.
(3) Given a Q-set A, the fibre %A is isomorphic to the topos [E,(,),A (notations
of Section 2).
(4) For every morphism f : A + B in Q-Sets, the inverse image functorf * : .ZB + BA
is a logical morphism of topoi with both a right and a left adjoint.
Proof. Let x:X-+ B be a regular morphism
of Q-sets and f: A -+B an arbitary
morphism of Q-sets. The pullback off and x in Q-Sets produces a morphism in 6%
(cf. Proposition
5.2) which is obviously Cartesian over f.
(1) follows easily from that remark.
(2) is a consequence
of Proposition
5.2(4) and (3) results from Proposition
5.2(l)
and the definition
of [EEcA)(cf. Section 2).
To prove (4), we use the description
of ~9~ given in (3), and replace successively
IE+t) by the topos of Bil(l&(A))-sets
(cf. Proposition
2.1) and finally that of
Bil(l(e(A))-sets
(cf. Proposition
1.1); the same for 9?B. In that way the problem is
entirely reduced to a corresponding
problem about Bil(Q)-sets.
It suffices then to
check that the various isomorphisms
involved transform
the inverse image functor
f* of the fibration
.9%?in an inverse image functor of the canonical
fibration
0
associated with the category of Bil(Q)-sets; this is long but straightforward.
5.4. Consider a quantale Q; the corresponding fibration e : .%?+ Q-Sets of
regular morphisms.. .
(1) is finitely complete and cocomplete;

Theorem

(2) is locally small;
(3) is well-powered ;
(4) has a generator and a cogenerator.
Proof.

The fibres are finitely

complete

and cocomplete

(cf. Proposition

5.3(3)) and
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the inverse image functors are exact and coexact (cf. Proposition
5.3(4)), so (1)
holds.
If x:X+
A and y : Y + A are two objects of the topos BA, then the exponential
yx is preserved by each inverse image functor of the fibration
(cf. Proposition
5.3(4)), from which it follows easily that the fibration is locally small. (3) is proved
in an analogous
way, noticing that the inverse image functors preserve also the
power objects (cf. Proposition
5.3(4)).
If 1 is the terminal object of Q-Sets, then the identity on 1 is in .%!rand generates
the fibration.
Indeed each fibre CZA is a localic topos and so two distinct morphisms in .%!* can be separated by a morphism with domain a subobject of 1 E ZA,
i.e. a regular monomorphism
S F+A of Q-Sets. Since the inverse image of id, ~.%?t
in the fibre as is precisely ids, we can conclude.
If D is the subobject classifier of the topos E, (cf. Section 2), the regular morphism w : Q+ 1 is the subobject classifier of the topos 3,. Indeed, since each fibre
C.QAis a localic topos, two distinct morphisms
in .!ZA can be separated by a morphism of that fibre with values in its subobject
classifier oQ. This concludes the
proof since wA is the inverse image of w in the fibration.
0
It should be mentioned
that the fibration ,Q: .% + Q-Sets is generally
or cocomplete:
the required Beck condition
fails to be satisfied.

not complete
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